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ZZ Ward  “Break Her Heart”
The first single from her upcoming album    Mediabase #31, BDS Monitored #2 New & Active, Indicator #26   New: WFPK, WVOD  
ON: KINK, KGSR, WMMM, KRVB, Music Choice, WRLT, KCSN, WPYA, WWCT, WKLQ, WCLZ, WAPS...   On the song: “No matter how 
much you try to change for someone else......you can’t....you can only be what you are, and if they don’t see the beauty in that than F***em’!!!”

Pokey LaFarge  “End Of My Rope”
The first single from Rock Bottom Rhapsody, out 4/10     JBE Public 44*   New: MPR  ON: WRLT, KCMP, Music Choice, WRSI, WFPK, KJAC, 
WAPS, KNBA, WCBE, XM Loft, WEXT, KPIG, WMVY, KSMF, KBAC, WUKY, WUSM, KSLU and more  Scheduled for a run of tour dates in May
“LaFarge’s first new album in over three years... brings folk music and rock ‘n’ roll together in a way that feels fresh.” - Paste

Mihali  “Heart Song” feat. Citizen Cope 
The first single from Breathe and Let Go, out now   New: Music Choice, KAXE   ON: WDST, WYCE, WCBE, KMTN, WCLX, WFIV, KROK, 
KVNF, WUKY, KRCC, KRVM     Mihali is also the frontman for well-known New England band Twiddle    Twiddle will be opening six of Vampire 
Weekend’s summer shows  The March/April solo dates are being postponed, but he is playing this summer’s Levitate Festival in Marshfield MA

G. Love  “Diggin’ Roots” (feat. Ron Artis II)
The second single from The Juice, produced by Keb’ Mo’    New: WCNR, KLRR   ON: KJAC, WYEP, KPND, KRSH, WCLX, KMTN, KRML, KSUT, 
WFIV, WOCM, KYSL, WVOD, KROK, WCLY, WCBE, KSMF, WZLO... “With Juice, Dutton rhymes and pipes over blues rock instrumentation with 
the same lax, idle-tongue enunciation of previous releases, but with elevated concepts… Every song in Juice earns its keep.” - American Songwriter

Trevor Hall “Put Down What You Are Carrying” (feat. Brett Dennen)
Their new single, out now    New: KRSH, KUWR   ON: KYSL, KLRR, WFIV, WBJB, WCLX, WTYD, KNBA, KRML, KDTR
Touring together in August and September: 8/28 Miami FL, 8/29 St. Petersburg FL, 8/30 Daytona Beach FL, 9/1 Atlanta GA, 9/3 
St. Louis MO, 9/4 Chicago IL, 9/6 Omaha NE, 9/8 Cleveland OH, 9/9 Detroit MI, 9/16 Philadelphia PA, 9/18 Silver Spring MD...

The Grahams  “Kids Like Us”
The title track single from their new album, out now   New: KBAC, WCLX, KKAL, WFHB, KAXE    ON: KRSH, KRML, KVYN, WCBE, 
WFIV, KHUM, KDNK, KLRR, MPBC, KPIG    The final album produced by Richard Swift   “A complete 180 from their previous releases, 
which were steeped in more Americana, bluegrass-y acoustics, Kids is orchestrated, more bombastic, and electric” - American Songwriter

Perfume Genius  “On The Floor”
The first single from Set My Heart On Fire Immediately, out 5/15  “The most piercing pop of this young decade.” - Rolling Stone
New: Music Choice, KUTX, WEHM, WNRN, WBJB, WCLX, WVMP, WLKR...  ON: KCMP, WFUV, WYEP, WFPK, WPYA, KTBG, KVOQ, KCSN, WYMS, 
WTMD, KJAC...   90+ million total US artist streams!   “The ambition and eccentricity are broader than ever.” - NY Times   Tour scheduled with Tame Impala

Dixie Chicks  “Gaslighter”
The title track single from their upcoming album, out 5/1  BDS Monitored New & Active!   New: WRLT, KCLC  ON: KGSR, Music 
Choice, WXPN, KCSN, WFPK, WPYA, WCNR, KVNA, KTBG, WAPS, KPIG, KTAO, WEXT, KTSN and more  “The Dixie Chicks know 
that history has been good to the battles they’ve fought. So now they’re working on their own time, answering to no one.” - Pitchfork

Pretenders  “The Buzz”
From Hate For Sale, out 7/17   BDS Monitored New & Active, JBE Tracks Debut 47*, Public Debut 28*!  #1 Most Added AGAIN: KXT, WYEP, Music Choice, 
KPND, KRSH, WCLX, WCNR, WDST...   Early: WXPN, WFUV, KCSN, WFPK, WPYA, WEHM, WERS, KTBG, WTMD, KJAC...   Produced by Stephen Street
All songs written by Chrissie Hynde and Pretenders guitarist James Walbourne   Major summer tour scheduled with Journey

American Aquarium  “The Luckier You Get”
The first single from their new New West album Lamentations, produced by Shooter Jennings, out 5/1  Added early at WFIV
Scheduled to make their Grand Ole Opry debut 5/1, before heading out on an extensive planned run of international tour dates
“‘The Luckier You Get’ is a feel good song about appreciating hard work and the rewards that come along with it.” - The Boot



Dustbowl Revival  “Dreaming”
From Is It You, Is It Me, out now    BDS Indicator #39, JBE Public 52*   ON: WRLT, KCSN, WFPK, Music Choice, WRSI, KTBG, KRSH, WCLX, KYSL, 
WCLY, KNBA, KVYN, KMTN, WEXT, WVMP...    “After ten years of touring together and amassing a passionate and loyal following worldwide, Dustbowl 
Revival embarks on a new journey... thus proving that great bands never stop evolving as they simply refuse to stand still.” - American Songwriter

Green Day  “Oh Yeah”
The new single from Father Of All..., out now   Mediabase #23, BDS Monitored #22, Indicator #21!   #1 Rock and Top 5 Alt!
ON: KGSR, WRNR, WXRV, WMMM, KCMP, KRVB, WXPK, KCSN, WFPK, WWCT, WNCS, WXCT, KPND, WZEW, WKLQ, WAPS, WQKL, 
WEHM, WCNR...  TV: Ellen, The Late Late Show, GMA   First week: #1 Billboard album sales, #4 on the Top 200!   Big summer tour

Kaleo  “I Want More”
The first AAA single from their forthcoming album  Mediabase 10*, BDS Monitored 12*, Indicator 5*!   ON: WXRT, KBCO, 
SiriusXM Spectrum, KGSR, KINK, WXRV, KCMP, WRLT, WMMM, CIDR, KTHX, WXPK, WQKL, WKLQ, KRVB, Music Choice, 
KXT, WYEP, WCLZ, WNCS, WTMD, WPYA, KPND, WFPK, KJAC, KTBG...  Extensive 2020 national tour schedule announced

Pete Yorn  “I Wanna Be The One”
The follow up to the top 5 “Calm Down” from Caretakers     Live IG performances every night  Mediabase #29, BDS Indicator #28
New: WFPK   ON: KINK, KGSR, WMMM, WRNR, WRLT, KCSN, WPYA, WQKL, Music Choice, KXT, WZEW, WAPS, WWCT, KYMK, WCOO, WCLX, 
WKLQ, KVYN, KRSH, KJAC, KVOQ, WNRN, WTMD, WCNR, WVMP, KSPN, KRML...  Cool lyric video and interview premiered on Space.com

Katie Pruitt  “Expectations”
The title track from her new album, out now   Mediabase 40*, BDS Monitored 31*, Indicator 23*, JBE Public 31*!  New: KGSR, WFUV, WSGE, 
WVOD, WLKR, Acoustic Cafe    ON: WRLT, WXPN, Music Choice, KTHX, WCLZ, WPYA, KJAC, WTMD, KXT, WFPK, WCNR, WYEP, KTBG...  
“There’s something wonderfully nostalgic about Expectations... rustles up the timeless, infinite feeling of being young and limitless” - Rolling Stone

Grace Potter  “Back To Me” (feat. Lucius)
The new single from Daylight    Mediabase 26*, BDS Monitored 29*, Indicator 9*!    New: KUMT, WUKY    ON: WXRV, WXPN, WFUV, Music 
Choice, KCSN, WPYA, KXT, WFPK, WNCS, WEHM, WERS, WCNR, WAPS, WTMD, WCLZ...  Will reschedule her tour dates later this year
“She has been heralded as one of the greatest living vocalists in rock music, and that point remains arguable on Daylight” - Paste

   “With a string of dreamy releases, husband and wife duo, The Grahams, are gearing up for their upcoming album Kids 
Like Us to drop. They called me from a kitchen pantry, the only place they could get reception in the mountains where 
they were staying. We talked about the road trip that inspired the new album and making art for the sake of art.
   Alyssa and Doug Graham have a classic story, meeting when they were just kids. “He was my big brother’s friend,” Alyssa 
explains. “And we started playing guitars together around campfires; we were kind of little hippie kids.” They played a lot 
of Neil Young and Bob Dylan, until they got older, went to college, and started creating their sound. Their vocal harmonies 
did the trick, and music became how they communicated. She says, “We were like, ‘Oh my God. I can’t believe two voices 
can sort of reach this euphoric moment together.’ It’s a language - it was a great way to communicate between ourselves 
and friends, and people from all walks of life. Over the years, it’s morphed into different groups and different sounds.” 
   After Alyssa attended music school, the duo knew they had to continue with their musical journey with the sole mission 
of creating art. They knew how easy it is to become jaded in the music industry, and they wanted to stay on course. Doug 
explains, “We’ve gone through those moments of success and other moments where we’re like, ‘This sucks. I hate this industry. It’s a bunch of assholes.’ 
And we’ve gone through all those emotions, and I think now, especially with the birth of our daughter, we’re at a point where we just want to make art, 
period. It’s kind of what we were put on this earth to do, and it’s between the two of us. It forms who we are together.”
   For the Grahams, their art is inspired by adventure. Their album Riverman’s Daughter was inspired by their journey on the Great River Road that paral-
lels the Mississippi. Their second,  Glory Bound, was based on their train trip to iconic music destinations. It only made sense that their upcoming album, 
Kids Like Us, had them on a motorcycle adventure through Route 66. The trip took place around the presidential election when tensions in America 
were high, and emotions were tense. 
   As the duo made their way down Route 66, they interviewed artists, trying to find themselves and get back out of the depression they both found 
themselves in. On why they chose the historic route, Doug says, “It’s sort of a picture of America in its heyday in ruin. We wanted to really see America in 
different ways, and it helps us to write songs and take stories from people we meet and write songs about where we’ve been and what we’ve seen.”
   At the core of their songs is story-telling. When you listen to “The Painted Desert,” you hear Alyssa’s angelic vocals drifting over a dreamscape of a mel-
ody. “Bite My Tongue” feels like a dark ride through the desert in the 60’s complete with trippy synths and a driving chorus. “Searching the Milky Way” is 
a shimmering song from the past complete with “sha-la-la’s” and clinky pianos. The songs are a time-capsule, a meld of Brian Wilson, The Supremes, and 
Phil Spector. It transports you to another age and makes you feel like hopping in a baby blue convertible and heading to the Blue Swallow motel. 
   Their upcoming album definitely has a political edge. There’s a lot of anxiety about the future and restlessness, but there’s also that glimmer of hope. 
Alyssa clarifies, “I think at the end of the day we wrote this album as a body of work that really reflects who me and Doug are, which is two kids that grew 
up together, kids like us, that fell in love when we were very young, and we want to maintain that sort of outlook on life, that love comes first. That all this 
horror and strife and hatred that’s been going on in this country and abroad, it’s hard not to get focused on that, we experience all that, and we share 
those sentiments, but we want to get back to love.”  - Earmilk, March 2020

Earmilk talks to The Grahams about Kids Like Us



   “The backstory of Dixie Chicks’ long-awaited, fantastic return to music in “Gas-
lighter” is a personal one. In December, singer Natalie Maines finalized her divorce 
with actor Adrian Pasdar, and has said in interviews that much of the material on the 
new LP is directly inspired by her turbulent relationship. This single is no exception; it 
features lines as specific as, “We moved to California and we followed your dreams / I 
believed in the promises you made to me / Swore that night ‘till death do us part / But 

you lie-lie-lie-lie-lied.” With its soaring three-part harmonies and its fist-raising hook, it’s worth the 
13-year wait.” - VICE, The 11 Songs We Couldn’t Get Enough Of This Month, 3/27/2020

   “Singer-songwriter Katie Pruitt looks like a saint on the cover of her debut album, Expectations. 
Framed by a cathedral window, she gazes skyward, surrounded by flowers. But instead of a halo, 
it’s a bright rainbow above her head.
   “I always thought that churches are all very beautiful, and if I could create a stained glass 
window, what would it have in it? It’s got rainbows, and mountains, and flowers, and butterflies,” 
says Pruitt, seated at the counter of a Nashville coffee shop. “If I could have included more in it, 
without being cheesy, I would have. “
   A soaring vocalist and agile guitarist, Pruitt is a dynamic new presence, blending folk and 
country with indie rock. She writes personal lyrics about topics ranging from her sexuality and 
mental health to family and faith — the Catholic tradition in which the 25-year-old was raised 

often works its way into her songs. In the Expectations track “Normal,” she sings, “Seven Hail Marys if I copped an attitude,” 
recounting a punishment during her time in school. It was a particularly hard period in Pruitt’s life, as she did her best to 
navigate the judgmental halls of a Catholic high school while in the closet.
   “There were maybe two out people in my school,” she says. “One gay guy, one gay girl, and the gay girl got so much shit. 
Got bullied. So that was my one example of what your life will look like if you embrace this side of yourself.”
   Pruitt came out at 20, but feared telling her parents. When she finally did, it created a seismic rift between her and her 
mother and father. She addresses the conflict in the staggering song “Georgia” via the most uncomfortable of home-life 
imagery: “My father would scream, he’d scream out in rage/He did not want a daughter whose soul wasn’t saved.”
   “What I was afraid of was happening and that was a song about that,” Pruitt says. “But they have made strides and over-
come their fear and discomfort with it, which I’m incredibly fucking proud of them for. It was difficult at first, but it taught 
me to have some patience.”
   Still, Pruitt’s sexuality is just one part of her artistry. What makes Expectations such an engaging listen is its universal qual-
ity: It addresses themes relevant to everyone, and leaves you feeling inspired and comforted. Its core message is that you 
are not defined by any one thing.
   “My [coming-out] was the catalyst of me feeling I was free from the restriction that I felt my whole life, but that can be any-
thing: your religion or just the confines of your upbringing and what you think a normal life should be like,” she says.    “The 
minute you stop letting other people dictate the way you think your life should go is a really liberating thing.”
   Pruitt’s nimble guitar playing is essential to her sound (she used to sit in her room and study John Mayer and Dave Mat-
thews), but it’s her elastic voice that you notice first. At times soft and soulful, it builds to a massive, cathartic wail in songs 
like “Expectations” and “Loving Her.” It’s Dolly Parton in its twang, with elements of Brandi Carlile, an inspiration for Pruitt.
   “I love the way Brandi’s voice is honed. That’s something I had to learn. For the record, I wanted to be intentional about 
my moments, and not just be big the whole time,” she says. “But I love belting shit out. It’s like a release.”
   She lets loose in the introspective “My Mind’s a Ship (That’s Going Down),” a slow-burning ballad about the doldrums of 
depression that culminates with Pruitt offering a glass-rattling scream.
   “Mental health was something I was struggling with post-college — the pressures of figuring shit out,” she says. Pruitt’s girl-
friend gave her some good advice. “She was like, ‘I think you’re underestimating the power of gratitude. Maybe you want 
to look around and let what you have be enough. The rest will come.’”
    Since releasing Expectations in February, that’s been true. Pruitt has earned rave reviews for the LP, made live TV ap-
pearances, and shared the stage with Bob Weir for “Ramble on Rose” at the Ryman Auditorium. Last week, she used her 
personal songs to soothe a shell-shocked Nashville crowd at a tornado benefit.
   “There is a reverence when you are being completely open and are connecting with an audience in a silent room,” Pruitt 
says, echoes of her raised-Catholic upbringing coming into focus. “I love the concept of thinking there is some force, but I 
never quite thought it was a man floating in the sky guarding a gate. I think god is anything good.” - Rolling Stone, 3/13/2020
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Rolling Stone says you Need To Know Katie Pruitt

Coming soon: White Reaper “Real Long Time,” Wild Rivers...

VICE can’t get enough of the new Dixie Chicks single


